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Legal Disclaimers
Forward Looking Disclaimer: This document may contain forward-looking information within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation. Forward-looking
information includes, but is not limited to, statements, projections and estimates relating to the future development of any of the Company’s properties, the anticipating

timing with respect to the private placement financing, the ability of the Company to complete the private placement financing, the results of exploration programs, future
financial or operating performance of the Company, its subsidiaries and its projects, the development of and the anticipated timing with respect to the lithium projects or
the Atacama project, and the Company’s ability to obtain financing. Generally, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology
such as "plans", "expects" or "does not expect", "is expected", "budget", "scheduled", "estimates", "forecasts", "intends", "anticipates" or "does not anticipate", or
"believes", or variations of such words and phrases or state that certain actions, events or results "may", "could", "would", "might" or "will be taken", "occur" or "be
achieved". The statements made herein are based on current expectations and assumptions that are subject to risks and uncertainties. Estimates underlying the results
set out in this presentation arise from work conducted by previous owners of the Antofalla Project and the Company. Forward-looking information is subject to known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different

from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking information, including but not limited to: general business, economic, competitive, geopolitical and social
uncertainties; the actual results of current exploration activities; other risks of the mining industry and the risks described in the annual information form of the Company.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in forward-looking information,
management discussion and analysis section of the Company’s interim and most recent annual financial statement or other reports and filings with the TSX Venture
Exchange and applicable Canadian securities regulations, there may be other factors that cause results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no
assurance that such information will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward looking information. Arena Minerals does not undertake to update any forward-looking information,
except in accordance with applicable securities laws.
Currency Presentation: Unless otherwise indicated, all dollar figures are in Canadian dollars
Sources of Information: Data such as commodity prices, growth, volumes and well as information related to producing assets or comparable projects were obtained
from public sources such as industry publications, technical reports, articles published by experts and press releases
Range of Operating Expenditures (“Opex”) Savings is based on the best estimates of the management and the technical teams of Arena Minerals and takes into
account, over and above the respective PEA of Feasibility published Opex, the specific chemical characteristics of the brines underlying the various projects being active
in Argentina and suitable for this particular processing alternative. Although these estimates have not been verified by an independent firm, the management team as well
as the technical team have extensive expertise in the field, and in this process in particular, which was accumulated over several decades in the region. It is also common
knowledge that such a brine-mixing process is being used in the neighbouring country of Chile and results in significantly lower Opex than the projections established
here.
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What MATTERS
World Class Assets
covering two brine bearing
salars in northern
Argentina
►Sal de la Puna (“SDLP”): 13,200
hectares in Pastos Grandes salar,
high grade resource immediately
adjacent to Lithium Americas Corp.

►Antofalla: 6,000 hectares
immediately adjacent to Albermarle,
fully permitted and drill ready

►Resource potential for the
development of a world class brine
operation

Fast Track to Production
by producing high purity LiCl
on site vs lithium carbonate
►Arena has developed
a proprietary brine processing
technology producing >30% LiCl
(equivalent to 6% lithium concentrate)
directly from evaporation ponds

►LiCl can be sold and transported to
chemical plants worldwide

►This approach reduces capital
requirements, operational risk while
producing a higher quality product

Top Tier Management
including Eduardo Morales,
a pioneer of the lithium brine
industry
►Developed through to production
SEVERAL lithium brine projects in Chile
and Argentina

►Former CEO of Rockwood Litio Ltda
(Chile); oversaw the world’s premier
lithium brine asset in Atacama, Chile

►Rockwood was sold for US$6.2 billion
►Lithium-X Energy was sold for $265M

Strategic partnership with
Ganfeng Lithium Co., China’s largest lithium compounds producer
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World Class MANAGEMENT
Will Randall

Eduardo Morales

President and CEO

Executive Chairman

►Discovered and developed the Sal de los Angeles (“SDLA”)
lithium brine project in Argentina - Lithium-X Energy Corp.
►Lithium-X was acquired for $265M in 2018
►One of the early movers in the lithium brine industry with last
10 years focused in Argentina
►Professional geologist and qualified person (“QP”) with
20 years of experience
►Mr. Randall was raised in Argentina, educated in Canada
and is fluent in both English and Spanish

►The pioneer of the lithium brine industry with nearly 40 years of experience
►Produced the world’s first commercial battery grade lithium carbonate
►Built and operated the Salar de Atacama mine, one of the world’s largest
lithium brine operations
►President of Rockwood Lithium Latin America – sold to Albemarle
Corporation for US$6.2 billion in 2014
►Subsequently appointed Chief Operating Officer of Lithium-X Energy Corp.
in 2016; Lithium-X was acquired less than 2 years later

Xiaofeng (Jason) Luo

Ignacio Celorrio

Board Member

Board Member

►President and CEO, Litio Minera Argentina and

►President, Latin America at Lithium Americas Corp.
►25 years experience in Argentine mining sector
►Law and Public Relations degrees from Argentine Catholic

Ganfeng Litio Argentina
►PhD in Geology from the China University of
Mining & Technology
►Master of Science from the University of
Nottingham

University and Law degree from University of Buenos Aires
Law School

Peter Damouni

Nicolas Vázquez

Paul Kania

Board Member

Board Member

Chief Financial Officer

► Over 18 years of experience in investment

► 10 years of experience in representing mining

►Financial Professional providing CFO,

banking and capital markets

► More than 10 years as a director or an officer of a
number of companies listed on the TSX, the
TSXV and LSE

► Graduate from McGill University
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companies in Argentina

► Current a Partner at Vasquez & Meroni Abogados,
a law firm in Argentina

► Graduate from Universidad Católica Argentina

controller, financial reporting and consulting
services
►Certified Public Accountant (CPA)
►HBA, Economics and Philosophy, University of
Toronto
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SUCCESSFUL Track Record
The key to value creation in the lithium brine
industry is to demonstrate the entire process, from
resource extraction through to a saleable,
high quality product. Eduardo Morales
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$6.2B

$265M

2013

2018
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The ARENA approach

Mr. Morales and the
Arena team have
developed a proprietary
brine development
approach

The process allows for the
production of >30% LiCl
from conventional
evaporation ponds

LiCl product has
numerous benefits:
►Transportation to centralized
carbonate plants

►Production of battery grade
lithium carbonate without
purification circuits

The Salar de Atacama operation
employs a similar process,
producing a battery grade
product at one of the world’s
lowest production costs
►

AN |

The process employed in Atacama was
developed during Mr. Morales tenure
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The ARENA Difference

Lower CAPEX & Lower OPEX Results in a Product
Better for Battery Grade Lithium Carbonate
►Lower OPEX (40% - 70%1)
►Lower CAPEX (no purification circuit)

►Consistent battery grade production with fewer process steps
►Product flexibility

In PHASE 2 THE LiCl PRODUCT IS SALEABLE
at prices equivalent to Phase 4 of the Typical Liming
Process while requiring a lower CAPEX and OPEX
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FINAL PRODUCT
PRODUCED CONSISTENTLY
AT BATTERY GRADE

Note 1: Please see disclosure about Range of OPEX Savings on the Disclaimers Slide
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World Class Assets
Arena’s lithium brine assets cover a total of 19,000 hectares in
the heart of the lithium triangle, responsible for most of the
worlds lithium carbonate production.
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Sal de la Puna Project
13,200 hectares in and around the Pastos Grandes basin, located in the puna region
of Salta, Argentina

Lithium Americas
Hectares: 12,700
TSX: LAC; NYSE: LAC
Acquired in 2022 for
$500M
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Ganfeng Lithium
Hectares: 7,500
Acquired Lithea for $1.3B
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Sal de la Puna Project
Building SDLP resource base over 1Mt LCE target capable of supporting
>40,000 tpa lithium chloride (36%) production
•

Approximately $22M
invested in acquiring and
developing SDLP by
previous operator

•

NI 43-101 compliant
resource of 560,000 tonnes
(inferred) LCE @ 460 mg/l
Li based on current drilling *

•

Resource covers 6.3% of
land owned in the basin
(parts of Almafuerte)

•

Recent acquisition of five
key claim blocks within
Pastos Grandes, increasing
total to 13,200 hectares
* For more information please refer to Arena’s October 19, 2021 press release and the
corresponding Technical Report filed on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
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Sal de la Puna Project – 2022 Work Program
Fully funded US$4M 2022
development program

>3,000 metre drill program
underway

Processing pilot program
in operation

►35% Funded by GFL

►Drilling and Pumping Tests to focus on

►Four phase program designed to

►Deliverables: Updated Resource,
Process & Engineering Studies,
Environmental Permitting, Economic
Analysis (PEA)

Almafuerte and Graciela claims

►Objective of the program is to define
>1Mt LCE resource, primarily in the
measured and indicated categories

produce technical grade lithium chloride
(6% Li)

►Pilot facilities on site operating
►10,000 m2 ponding facility construction
completed and operational
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Alamfuerte – Core resource development
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•

DD-02 Intersected 300 metre thick
gravel aquifer – the thickest gravel
sequence reported in the Pastos
Grandes basin

•

The gravel sequence averaged 503
mg/l Li with grades as high as 557
mg/l Li at 550 metres below surface

•

Excellent geochemistry: average
Mg:Li ratio 4.5:1 and SO4:Li ratio of
15:1

•

Production well complete and set for
long term pumping tests

AMRZF
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Sal de la Puna ADVANTAGE
•

Gravel & sand aquifers appear to be thickening towards southern portion of Pastos Grandes
(Almafuerte)

•

Grades increasing at depth, coincident with more productive horizons

•

Pumping tests completed in 2019 & current pilot facility brine feed average >530 mg/l Li

•

Lithium bearing brine starts at 140m below surface and remains open below 640m

Gravels & Sands
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BRINE DISCOVERY & RESOURCE GROWTH
►

Two brine discoveries during 2022 exploration program:
R-01 & R-03

►

Discovery of new brine field on Fortuna II claim block
►

Pastos Grandes eastern sub-basin brine discovery opens up a
whole new area for resource growth beyond Almafuerte and
Graciela located in Pastos Grandes main basin

►

R-01 intersected 275-metre brine column averaging 441
mg/l Li, maintaining excellent PG geochemistry:
average Mg:Li ratio 5.6:1 and SO4:Li ratio of 11.2:1

►

Added key claim blocks immediately south of R-01
(Fortuna I & Sol de Mañana)

►

Further exploration drilling is being completed at Barreal II
(R-02) and Patovica I (R-03) claim blocks
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HIGHEST GRADE BRINE INTERSECTION

►

R-03 intersected highest grade reported
intercept in the Pastos Grandes basin

►

Lower aquifer intersected 255 metres (365620m) averaging 641 mg/l Li

►

Excellent geochemistry: average Mg:Li
ratio 5.5:1 and SO4:Li ratio of 10.5:1

►

Aquifer is comprised primarily of alluvial
sands and remains open at depth

►

This result opens up northern Relojera and
Barreal II claims for further resource growth
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Sal de la Puna PROCESSING
The Pastos Grandes pilot plant, including the 10,000 m2 pond, is designed to complete four
phases of metallurgical testing with the objective of proving and improving the production of
>35% LiCl or 6% Li in solar powered evaporation ponds from Sal de la Puna raw brine

►Phase I: consists of 2 cubic metre
(“m3”) pans filled to a depth of 10 cm
in a controlled environment under
artificially elevated temperatures to
accelerate evaporation times and
results.

►Most advanced train has reached
>35% LiCl or 5.6% Li
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►Phase II: batch series with
accelerated evaporation in an
enclosed environment at Pastos
Grandes consisting of eighteen (18) 2
m3 pools .

►Most advanced train has reached
>35% LiCl or 5.6% Li

►Phase III: The third step of process
testing designed for Sal de la Puna
consists of fifty 8 m3 pools each
operating at 100% natural conditions
reflecting a production facility in
continuous and batch operations.

►Most advanced train has reached
>0.5% Li
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Sal de la Puna PILOT POND
Phase IV: Evaporation pond construction has been completed at SDLP covering a total of
10,000 m2; designed to produce >35% LiCl (6% lithium) from SDLP raw brine.

►The area is dominated by the Blanca Lila
formation which consists of over 20
metres of sandy clay that is not saturated
with brine or water

►Favourable compaction indexes (>94%)
constructed 100% from in-situ material

►Used 1mm HDPE liner installed directly
on the compacted natural clay without a
geotextile layer commonly employed in the
region

►Currently filled with SDLP raw brine and
setting salt floor
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Sal de la Puna PRODUCT
Phase I & II testing has produced >30% LiCl with low impurity levels suitable for the
battery and lithium metal markets.

►Suitable feed for battery grade
carbonate and high purity lithium
chloride conversion plants

►Low volume, high purity product –
can be transported to existing facilities
in Argentina or overseas

►Twice the lithium content of
spodumene concentrate with 6%
lithium oxide

►Product was obtained by treating raw
SDLP brine with calcium chloride
reagents derived from the Antofalla
project
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Analyte

Concentration
(mg/L)

Concentration
(%)

Lithium Chloride (LiCl)

450,856

34.7%

Lithium (Li)
Magnesium (Mg)
Sulfate (SO4)
Boron (B)
Potassium (K)
Calcium (Ca)
Sodium (Na)

73,814
20,100
317
5,240
96
960
1,424

5.6%
1.5%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
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Sal de la Puna ESG
Environment

Social

►Arena process expected to have one of the lowest carbon

►Health, safety and well-being of workforce

footprints in the industry

►Almost entirely powered by solar energy
►Reduction in foreign chemical usage
►No process freshwater consumption
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►Socially integrated approach with local communities
developing service providers for the lithium industry

►Donated and implementing computing centre in Santa Rosa de
los Pastos Grandes
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Antofalla North Fully Permitted & Drill Ready
►6,000 hectares of highly
prospective lithium rich salar,
adjacent to Albemarle’s
Flagship project in Argentina

►Geophysical surveys show a large
aquifer saturated with brine below
50m, connected to surface brines
hosted in the shallower halites
above 50m

►Operating pilot facility
designed to produce brine type
reagents for use at SDLP

Ca > 30% wt.
Mg <10 mg/kg
Li ~ 0,3% wt.
K ~ 2% wt.
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MARKET VALUE Comparisons
►

Fastrack development of assets by
successful lithium brine team

►

Initial resource based on previous drilling w/
plenty of upside to grow

►

Arena shares Pastos Grandes basin with

Lithium Americas (TSX: LAC; NYSE: LAC)
and Ganfeng Lithium (1772.HK; OTCQX:
GNENF)
►

Antofalla project resource upside and
strategic development

MARKET CAPITALISATION OF LITHIUM DEVELOPERS IN ARGENTINA (SEPT 2022)
LITHIUM AMERICAS

LITHEA PPG
(GANFENG)

MILLENNIAL (LAC)

GALAN LITHIUM

ARENA MINERALS
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C$5.52B

C$1.3B

C$491.0M

C$400.08M

FS W/ RESERVE OF 1.2MT LCE OVER 40
YEAR MINE LIFE

FS W/ RESERVE OF 964KT LCE OVER 40
YEAR MINE LIFE

PEA W/ USED RESOURCE OF 800KT
LCE OVER 40 YEAR MINE LIFE
560KT LCE WITH UPSIDE IN

C$183.69M

ESTABLISHED BASIN
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Capital Structure

TRADING SYMBOLS
TSX.V AN
US OTC AMRZF

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Shares Outstanding

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS
404,465,318

Ganfeng Lithium

17%

Lithium Americas

19.9%

Management

~10%

Warrants
Avg strike price: $0.18 (>80% held by GFL/LAC).

Options
Avg strike price: $0.25

Fully Diluted
Cash Balance
(June 30, 2022)
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46,595,271
14,878,444
465,939,033

Institutions

8%

$5.7M CAD
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Analyst Coverage
Cole McGill
416-943-6631

HEAD OFFICE
Brandon Smith
416-943-4224

120 Adelaide Street West, Suite 1410
Toronto, Ontario, M5H 1T1

David Davidson
416-360-3462
For information, contact:

TSX.V AN
OTCQX AMRZF

SIMON MARCOTTE, CFA

www.arenaminerals.com

+1-647-801-7273
smarcotte@arenaminerals.com

Corporate Development
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